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Abstract
The present work investigates the influence of crack opening rates on the development of four important calcite vein morphologies, namely fibrous, elongate-blocky,
partially open, and euhedral, as a result of bitaxial growth in syntaxial veins using a
multiphase-field model. The continued fracturing that occurs during synkinematic
cementation in these veins is simulated using the geometric shift algorithm. The stark
resemblance of the numerically sealed vein microstructures with the natural samples in
terms of structural characteristics as well as remaining pore space signifies a dominant
role of crack opening rates in the resulting morphological patterns. Further, simulation
results of slow crack opening rates reveal that non-uniform fibers of variable lengths
are formed when initial crack aperture is small, due to suppression of growth competition and vice versa.
Keywords: Fracture cementation, Multiphase-field model, Crack opening rate

Background
Veins are ubiquitous geological structures in the earth’s crust and play a pivotal role
in deciphering the deformation and fluid-flow histories of the rocks e.g., (Hilgers et al.
2006; Bons et al. 2012; McNamara et al. 2016). In open fractures with circulating formation fluids, when temperatures are sufficiently high and geochemical conditions [e.g.,
pCO2, pH, solution ionic composition, saturation state, reacting surface area, presence
of inhibiting substances, and solution hydrodynamics (see Plummer et al. 1979; Herman
and Lorah 1988; Girard et al. 1996; Gutjahr et al. 1996)] favor precipitation of minerals on the crack surface, syntaxial overgrowth cementation occurs. These fluids serve
as the source of vein-filling mineral and are generally supersaturated with respect to
the cement-forming solute (Bathurst 1972; Hilgers and Sindern 2005). A wide variety of
crack-seal veins are formed due to different combinations of mineral type (e.g., quartz,
calcite), growth directions (e.g., syntaxial, antitaxial), number of crack-seal events as well
as fracture opening trajectories (e.g., fibrous, blocky, elongate-blocky), as reported in the
literature (e.g., Durney and Ramsay 1973; Ramsay 1980; Cox and Etheridge 1983; Laubach 1988; Fisher and Brantley 1992; Hilgers and Urai 2002; Laubach et al. 2004a).
A deep understanding of crack opening rates, cement growth rates, and vein-forming
mechanisms is highly relevant in the analysis of naturally fractured geothermal reservoirs (e.g., Dezayes et al. 2010; Haffen et al. 2013) as well as hydrocarbon exploration and
production (e.g., Gale et al. 2004; Hilgers et al. 2006; Lamarche et al. 2012; Wuestefeld
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et al. 2016). The presence of open cracks enhances flow rates in geothermal projects
and hydrocarbon reservoirs in otherwise impermeable formations. The natural fracture growth due to repeated fluid pressurization events (i.e., hydrofracturing) signifies
a non-continuous and episodic crack opening that might grow rapidly over human time
scales. However, recent petrographic investigations of the fractured sandstone in Cretaceous Travis Peak formation (Becker et al. 2010) reveal a prolonged fracture growth
driven by gas generation, over a duration of 48 m.y. at the estimated crack opening rates
of 16–23 μm/m.y.
Due to a large number of physical boundary conditions that are present in different
geological settings, there exist several mechanisms that could lead to a specific vein texture. For instance, the early work of Taber (1918) proposed that fibrous veins are formed
due to deposition of mineral in the wall rock-vein interface without any fracturing. This
growth mechanism was termed as ‘antitaxial’ by Durney and Ramsay (1973), and was
later numerically simulated by Urai et al. (1991) and Hilgers et al. (2001), and experimentally recreated by Means and Li (2001).
On the other hand, Mügge (1928) proposed that, for the fractures in their growth stage,
if the cement growth rates are faster than the crack opening rates, the growth competition between neighboring crystals is suppressed and fibrous textures are formed. In general, the process of cement growth contemporaneous with fracture opening is known as
synkinematic cementation (Laubach 1988). Therefore, any cement that has precipitated
at the time of fracture opening, whether a crack-seal texture is present or not, is known
as a synkinematic deposit. In nature, the sizes of incremental fracture opening can vary
from few microns to few millimeters (Fisher and Brantley 1992). Accounts of accurate
incremental opening sizes or so-called ‘gaps’ in the aforementioned range have been further reported in Laubach et al. (2004b) for quartz and in Hooker et al. (2012) for carbonate rocks. During synkinematic cementation, a complicated interplay of the continued
crack opening and crystal growth occurs. This interplay determines the morphological
attributes of the resulting veins based on the crack opening rates (Mügge 1928; Urai
et al. 1991) and was shown to affect quartz-bearing veins (e.g., Laubach 1988; Lander
and Laubach 2015), calcite veins (Hilgers et al. 2001), and carbonate veins in dolostones
(Gale et al. 2010). Carbonate vein textures can also be subject to an interplay of synand postkinematic cementation (Ukar and Laubach 2016). The analysis of microtextures
using e.g., a cathodoluminescence detector mounted on a scanning electron microscope
(SEM-CL) might highlight the different cement generations (e.g., Ukar and Laubach
2016).
The natural samples of calcite veins derived from the Jurassic limestones of southern
England exhibit four prominent morphologies, as depicted in Fig. 1a–d. Different crystallographic orientations of vein crystals are reflected by distinct interference colors. The
fibrous veins (in Fig. 1a) are characterized by parallel grain boundaries occurring as thin
fibers of different lengths and high length-to-width ratios. Figure 1b, c depicts the vein
microstructures with elongate-blocky crystals manifesting crystallographic preferred orientations at the final growth stage, which indicates the presence of growth competition
during vein formation. Elongate-blocky veins often exhibit partially open morphologies
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Fig. 1 Natural samples of calcite veins in Jurassic limestones from southern England exhibiting a fibrous,
b elongate-blocky, c partially open, and d euhedral morphologies. The wall rock in fibrous veins is not
contained in the sample, but is located towards the base of the image in a. Different interference colors
of vein crystals depict different crystallographic orientations. All images are obtained from transmitted
microscopy and crossed polarizers

[one of the partially open morphologies is also called rind morphologies by Lander and
Laubach (2015)]. Here, euhedral crystal faces border some porosity within the partially
open fracture (Fig. 1c). Moreover, there exist veins that exhibit euhedral crystals (characterized by straight edges and sharp corners when visualized along thin-section) in contact with the pore space (black) in open fracture, as illustrated in Fig. 1d.
In this work, we utilize a multiphase-field model to delineate the underlying mechanisms behind the formation of the aforementioned calcite-vein textures based on the
boundary conditions of synkinematic cementation in limestone. The phase-field method
is a diffuse interface approach widely used for modeling microstructure evolution processes such as phase transitions, grain growth, among others (see review articles Boettinger et al. 2002; Moelans et al. 2008; Nestler and Choudhury 2011; Johannes et al.
2016). In contrast with the traditional front-tracking methods (see Urai et al. 1991; Bons
2001; Hilgers et al. 2001; Nollet et al. 2005), the phase-field approach does not require
explicit tracking of the interfaces as the motion of interfaces is inherently captured in
the governing equations. This property makes it a computationally efficient and robust
approach for the treatment of moving boundary problems such as cement growth in
open fractures or porous rocks, even in three dimensions (e.g., Ankit et al. 2013, 2015a,
b; Wendler et al. 2016; Prajapati et al. 2017).
The present article is organized as follows: In "Methods" section, we describe the
phase-field model, the numerical setup and the algorithm for the geometric shift condition. We then present the simulation results of bitaxial calcite cementation in fractures
for different crack opening rates and highlight their implications on the resulting vein
textures and the histories of fracture porosity in "Results and discussion" section. Further, the congruence of our numerically simulated vein textures with the natural samples
is discussed. In "Conclusion and outlook" section, we conclude the article by recapitulating the important findings and propose directions for further studies.
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Methods
Multiphase‑field model

A thermodynamically consistent multiphase-field model Nestler et al. (2005) is
employed to address the phenomenon of anisotropic crystal growth in calcite veins. The
model has been previously applied to address the growth of minerals such as potash
alum (Ankit et al. 2013), quartz (Ankit et al. 2013, 2015a, b; Wendler et al. 2016), and
calcite (Prajapati et al. 2017). Therefore, for the sake of completeness, we briefly reiterate
the model equations. For a detailed discussion and numerical implementation of equations and process-specific model extensions, the interested readers are referred to the
above-mentioned articles.
We consider a vector of phase-field parameters φ(x, t) = [φ1 (x, t), . . . , φN (x, t)], where
φα ∈ [0, 1] ∀ α ∈ {1, . . . , N } describes the presence of each calcite grain α at position x
and time t. The grain-grain or grain-liquid interface is characterized by a diffuse region
of finite width. In the interface region shared between grain α and liquid/other grains,
the phase-field parameter φα varies smoothly from 0 outside, to 1 inside the grain. The
location and shape of the grain are defined by the isoline with φα = 0.5. At each spatial

point in the system with computational domain , a summation constraint N
α=1 φα = 1
is satisfied. The total free energy of the system is formulated as

 
1
εa(φ, ∇φ) + w(φ) + f (φ) dΩ,
F (φ, ∇φ) =
(1)
ε
Ω
where ε represents a length scale parameter that controls the interfacial-width.
1
εa(φ, ∇φ), w(φ) , and f (φ) are the gradient energy density, the potential energy density,
ε
and the bulk free energy density of the system, respectively. The interface region is
described by the gradient energy density, given by

εa(φ, ∇φ) = ε

N
,N


α,β=1
(α<β)

γαβ a2αβ (φ, ∇φ)|qαβ |2 ,

(2)

where γαβ denotes the interfacial energy density between α and β grains, and qαβ
(= φα ∇φβ − φβ ∇φα) represents the generalized gradient vector pointing in the outward
normal direction of the α–β interface. The choice of function aαβ (φ, ∇φ) determines the
type of interface energy anisotropy (aαβ = 1 for the isotropic case). Although, calcite
exhibits a wide variety of growth habits including acute to obtuse rhombohedral, scalenohedral, prismatic, among several others, we limit the present discussion to a common rhombohedral calcite geometry (see Fig. 2a). In the present study, we assume that
the crystal facets are developed due to strong faceted anisotropy in the interface energy.
Therefore, a piece-wise function of the form


qαβ
· ηk,αβ
aαβ (φ, ∇φ) = max
(3)
1≤k≤nαβ |qαβ |
is utilized for incorporating such faceted anisotropy in the interface energy formulation. Here, {ηk,αβ | k = 1, . . . , nαβ } denotes the position vectors corresponding to the nαβ
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Fig. 2 a Symmetric and asymmetric projections of the rhombohedral calcite geometry. b Validation of
interface energy anisotropy formulation corresponding to the asymmetric left-handed 2D projection. A
spherical grain evolves to its equilibrium shape while retaining a constant volume. The final crystal shares a
diffuse interface of finite width with the surrounding liquid. The shape and size of the crystal are defined by
the isoline corresponding to φgrain = 0.5

Table 1 Values of phase-field model parameters used in simulations
Model parameters

Value

Grid size x

1

Time-step width t

0.07

Length scale parameter ε

6.5

Interfacial energy density γαβ , i.e., γg,g and γg,l

1

Higher order parameter γαβδ

10

Kinetic coefficient for grain–grain interface τg,g

100

Kinetic coefficient for grain–liquid interface τg,l

1

vertices of the Wulff shape of crystal α dispersed in bulk phase β. The evolution equations of the phase-fields read


∂φα
1 ∂w(φ) ∂f (φ)
∂a(φ, ∇φ) ∂a(φ, ∇φ)
τε
−
−
−
=ε ∇ ·
−
(4)
∂t
∂∇φα
∂φα
ε ∂φα
∂φα
for α = 1, . . . , N .
Here, τ is the interfacialkinetic coefficient
 and  is the Lagrange parameter to ensure
N
the summation constraint
α=1 φα = 1 . The set of partial differential equations in Eq.
(4) is solved using forward Euler scheme for time derivative and second-order accurate
central difference scheme for the spatial derivatives. The numerical solution method is
efficiently implemented in a parallel simulation framework for crystal evolution,
PACE3D (see Hötzer et al. 2018), which is written in C language. The values of model
parameters used in the present work are listed in Table 1.

Modeling calcite cements

The present work comprises a two-dimensional treatment of the complex process of
synkinematic cementation with continuous fracture growth. Therefore, we obtain the
following 2D projections: right-handed, symmetric and left-handed (see Fig. 2a), that
were also highlighted in our previous article pertaining to three-dimensional modeling of cement overgrowth in porous limestones (Prajapati et al. 2017). During bitaxial
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cement growth in fractures, the effect of asymmetricity can be significant (Ankit et al.
2015b). Hence, we chose the left-handed projection of the calcite, in order to account
for the influence of asymmetricity. The chosen position vectors for the vertices of crystal
shape are as follows:

η1,2 = [0, ±0.75] η3 = [1, 0.25] = −η4
resulting in an aspect ratio of 1.33 of the 2D crystal. Figure 2b depicts the simulated
left-handed 2D equilibrium shape of calcite from an initial spherical grain embedded
in liquid phase, using the volume preservation technique (Nestler et al. 2008). For simulating bitaxial cement growth in progressive fracture-opening, the numerical setup is
described in "Numerical setup" section.
Numerical setup

The initial grain structure in a 2D computational domain of dimensions
1000x × 1000x is generated using a voronoi diagram based on a random set of
points, see Fig. 3a. The gray region below the lower crack surface is rendered stationary
and is termed as barrier phase. In the very first step, a fracture of finite width is introduced resulting in two crack surfaces with randomly oriented grains as shown in Fig. 3b.
The fracture is completely filled with liquid phase (in yellow), which is assumed to be
supersaturated with respect to calcite. This assumption is realized by applying a constant
driving force ( fα) for the anisotropic crystal growth. In order to repress the influence
of the opposing curvature-dependent forces on the crystal growth (see Plapp (2012) for
fundamentals of phase-field), a sufficiently high value of fα (= − 0.15) is chosen for all
the simulations. The defined boundary conditions for the numerical studies are shown
in Fig. 3c. The geometric shift boundary condition applied at the lower crack surface is
described in "Geometric shift condition" section. The definition of crystal orientations is
depicted in Fig. 3d.
Geometric shift condition

In order to simulate an opening crack, the previous unitaxial crack opening algorithm
utilized by Ankit et al. (2013) was amended for bitaxial growth in syntaxial veins. The
present so-called geometric shift algorithm relocates the entire set of grains on the lower
surface by a given vertical displacement after a prescribed number of time steps and fills
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Fig. 3 a Dimensions of the computational domain consisting of a layer of polycrystalline grains (in RGB
colors) generated using voronoi diagram and the stationary barrier phase (in gray). b An initial crack filled
with liquid (in yellow) is introduced. c The applied boundary condition at the edges of computational
domain. d Definition of crystallographic orientation of calcite grains

90
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Table 2 Values of the prescribed initial crack width and the crack opening rates for three
different cases
Cases

Initial crack width

Crack
opening
rate (COR)

Slow opening rate

100x

�x/1000�t

Moderate opening rate

100x

�x/200�t

Fast opening rate

100x

�x/100�t

the new empty cells with liquid phase. This essentially implies that, in the scenario of
crystal-bridging or vein closure, the crack always opens along the boundaries between
the grains that lie on mutually opposite crack surfaces. Moreover, the phase-field evolution is not computed in the barrier phase, but the barrier is constantly consumed due to
the shifting process.

Results and discussion
Effect of crack opening rate: implications for vein morphologies

By employing the generated computational domain with randomly oriented calcite seeds
on the crack surfaces (in Fig. 3a), and the geometric shift condition for crack opening
(described in "Geometric shift condition" section), simulations were performed for equal
initial crack width and different values of crack opening rates, see Table 2 for parameters. Each simulation was performed until the barrier phase was completely consumed
due to the moving lower crack surface along with the attached grains. In particular, three
cases of slow, moderate, and fast opening rates were considered as follows:
••  Slow opening rate: For the applied driving force ( fα = − 0.15), the prescribed crack
opening rate (in Table 2) is smaller than the minimum potential growth. For the chosen crack width of 100x (Fig. 4a), the magnitude of initial crack aperture is one order
higher than the initial mean grain size of aggregates. This leads to a growth competition in the early stages as illustrated at t = 1190 in Fig. 4b. As soon as the crystals
grow and fill the initial crack (at t = 3850 in Fig. 4b), further growth of crystals is
almost completely dependent on the opening increments. From this stage onwards,
the growth competition arising due to random grain orientations is suppressed. This
implies that almost all grains grow equally into the fracture spaces introduced during small crack opening increments. Different stages of synkinematic cementation are
shown in Fig. 4a, b. The resulting vein consists of fibrous crystals of nearly equal width
and parallel to the crack opening displacements (at t = 59605 in Fig. 4b, e).
••  Moderate opening rate: For the same driving force of grain growth as the previous
case, the prescribed crack opening rate (in Table 2) lies between the maximum and
minimum potential growth rate. Different stages of synkinematic cementation are
shown in Fig. 4c. In the initial stages, due to the availability of sufficient pore space,
the growth competition between the neighboring crystals of the same crack surface
is dominant. It is noteworthy that since the aspect ratio of the chosen 2D equilibrium
shape of calcite is close to unity, the orientation selection is more or less random.
Therefore, the fastest growing crystals are decided on the basis of neighboring grain
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Fig. 4 a Computational domain with an initial crack width of 100x . Simulated bitaxial crystal growth for
different values of crack opening rates: b Slow crack opening rate �x/1000�t, c moderate crack opening rate
�x/200�t, and d fast crack opening rate �x/100�t . The progression is shown at representative simulation
time steps. The selected crystals in the resulting vein morphologies are illustrated. e Fibers with almost
equal width. f Elongate-blocky crystals with increasing width. g Crystals forming euhedral flat facets due to
availability of sufficient pore space for crystal growth

interactions. As the cementation progresses, the crystals begin to form bridges (at
t = 2660 in Fig. 4c), so that the further growth is constrained by the crystals growing from the opposite crack surface resulting in partially open veins (at t = 4935 in
Fig. 4c). At later stages, the pore space is entirely filled with bitaxial crystal growth
leading to elongate-blocky vein textures with increasing width along the length of the
crystals (at t = 11935 in Fig. 4c, f ).
••  Fast opening rates: In this case, the crack opening rates are higher than the maximum potential growth rate. Under such conditions, the growth competition between
the neighboring crystals is present and the growth is not constrained by the crystals growing from the opposite fracture surface. The veins are open at all stages of
time and the resulting crystals are euhedral in nature with flat facets and sharp corners, as depicted at t = 5985 in Fig. 4d, g. The texture resembles rind morphologies
described in Lander and Laubach (2015). In general, the aforementioned simulated
results for calcite cement growth in fractures, depending upon fracture opening rate
and crystal orientations are in good agreement with natural and experimental results,
presented previously for quartz cements in fractures (Lander and Laubach 2015).

Effect of crack opening rate: implications on porosity evolution

The phase-field simulations (in "Effect of crack opening rate: implications for vein
morphologies" section) provide valuable insights into the processes controlling the
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formation of fibrous, partially open, elongate-blocky, and euhedral veins based on the
boundary conditions of synkinematic cementation. Apart from recreating the mechanisms behind various vein morphologies, the numerical simulations can provide
information on histories of fracture porosity as a result of synkinematic cementation
for different crack opening rates, see Fig. 5. The porosity-time behavior results from
the interplay of crack opening rate and the anisotropic growth of crystals. For the
present study, constant crack opening rates are applied for all cases, thereby implying
a linear porosity-time behavior in the absence of anisotropic crystal growth (plotted
in same colored dashed lines as the fracture sealing curves in Fig. 5). The anisotropic
growth of crystals adds the non-linearity in the time evolution of porosity for the
three crack opening rates (slow, moderate and fast). We analyze each case one by one
as follows:
••  Slow opening rate (crack opening rate = �x/1000�t ): The porosity-time curve
monotonically decreases with respect to time. Due to the early growth competition
(described in "Effect of crack opening rate: implications for vein morphologies" section), the initial decline in the porosity is slow but accelerates as the cementation
proceeds. After the first complete sealing (somewhere close to t = 3850 as shown in
Fig. 4b), the crack reopening occurs along the interfaces between the crystals growing from opposite sides of the vein. The subsequent porosity evolution is completely
dependent on the crack opening increment. The temporal evolution of porosity
enters a periodic oscillatory regime due to the occurrence of alternate events of crack
opening and vein filling, as illustrated in the zoomed inset picture of Fig. 5.
••  Moderate opening rate (crack opening rate = �x/200�t ): The porosity initially
increases with time owing to the early growth competition (that suppresses crystal
growth) and a higher opening rate. The growth competition declines due to occlusion of the growth of unfavorably oriented crystals, resulting in an increase in the net
crystal growth rates. These increased growth rates lead to a maximum (at t = 1225)
followed by a monotonic decrease in the porosity-time curve. Due to the higher
crack opening rate than the former case, the first complete sealing takes place at later
stage in the present case.

0.8

∆x/ 1000∆t
∆x/ 200 ∆t
∆x/ 100 ∆t
∆x/ 50 ∆t

0.7
t=5985

porosity

0.6
t=3010

0.5
0.4

t=59605

0.3
t=0.7

0.2
0.131
0.1
0

Periodic

t=11935
0
2000
1225

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

59605

time

Fig. 5 Temporal evolution of fracture porosity for different crack opening rates represented by different
colored solid lines. The same colored dashed lines depict the porosity-time behavior in the absence of
cement growth, signifying constant crack opening rates. The inset picture illustrates the initial and final vein
morphologies at the end of simulation
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••  Fast opening rate (crack opening rates = �x/100�t and �x/50�t ): The evolution
of porosity monotonically increases with time. For even larger opening rates (i.e.,
�x/50�t ), the porosity-time curve gets steeper. It is noteworthy that the porositytime curve has an upper bound that is prescribed by the crack opening rates (dashed
lines in Fig. 5). Therefore, although the porosity increases monotonically, the porosity-time curve is concave with respect to time.

Effect of initial crack aperture

From the previous set of simulations (in "Effect of crack opening rate: Implications for
vein morphologies" section), it is evident that the growth competition of different grain
orientations is suppressed by the slow crack opening rates leading to fibrous morphologies. However, the early growth competition that arises due to the large initial crack
aperture (one order higher than the grain size) results in the consumption of less favorably oriented grains in the initial stages. In this section, we investigate the influence of
initial crack width on the resulting fibrous morphologies. In particular, we consider two
cases of small and large initial cracks. The parameters used for the present study are
listed in Table 3.
––  Small initial crack: In this case, the magnitude of initial crack width and grain size are
of same order. Under such conditions, the growth competition is suppressed from
the very beginning, leading to retardation in the occlusion of unfavorably oriented
grains by the favorable ones. Therefore, more initial grains are preserved as shown at
t = 8400 in Fig. 6a. As the cementation proceeds, the unfavorably oriented crystals are
gradually occluded after the initial stages, resulting in arrested fibers of reduced length
at intermediate time step (t = 31150 in Fig. 6a). The resulting veins (at t = 66220 in
Fig. 6a) possess non-uniform fibrous textures consisting of fibers of different lengths.
–– Large initial crack: The magnitude of crack width is one order higher than that of grain
size. Therefore, the intense initial growth competition (at t = 1890 in Fig. 6b) leads
to occlusion of almost all the unfavorably oriented grains in the early stages. The fibers formed as a result of growth of favorably oriented crystals during the intermediate
stages (at t = 24535 in Fig. 6b) exhibit very little growth competition. Therefore, the
resulting veins (at t = 59605 in Fig. 6b) have uniform fibrous morphologies composed
of almost all fully grown non-occluded fibers. In the following sections, we refer to
these fibers as the ‘survivor’ fibers that have continued to grow from the crack surface
to the center of the vein, without being occluded by the neighboring crystals.
We plot the temporal evolution of porosity along with the initial and final vein morphologies for the above cases in Fig. 7a. For a small initial crack width, the opening

Table 3 Values of the prescribed initial crack width and the crack opening rate
Cases

Initial crack width

Crack opening rate

Small initial crack

5x

�x/1000�t

Large initial crack

100x

�x/1000�t
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Fig. 6 Simulated bitaxial crystal growth for a initial crack width = 5x (small crack) and b initial crack width
= 100x (large crack). Progression is shown at representative values of the evolving vein-width (VW). For
small cracks, the resulting veins (at t = 66220 in a) consist of arrested as well as survivor fibers of different
lengths, while large cracks lead to uniform fibrous vein textures (at t = 59605 in b)
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Fig. 7 a Temporal evolution of fracture porosity for different initial crack widths. The inset pictures illustrate
the initial and final vein morphologies at the end of simulation. b Plot of the number of survivor grains with
the evolving vein-width for different values of initial crack width

increments are of same order, forcing the cement growth to be entirely dependent on the
crack opening. Therefore, the porosity evolution enters the periodic regime at an earlier stage than for the larger crack opening. As highlighted in Fig. 6, the simulated overgrowths for the two cases are compared at same vein-width (VW). In order to analyze
the influence of initial growth competition, we plot the number of survivor grains with
the evolving vein-width, see Fig. 7b.
For a vein-width of 200x , the number of survivor grains is lower for the large initial crack due to the suppression of growth of unfavorably oriented grains in the very
beginning. The remaining grains grow with little competition; thereby, the decline in
the number of survivor grains is lower as compared to the case of small initial crack.
For the small initial crack, the unfavorably oriented grains are not occluded initially and
are reduced gradually over the entire process of cementation. It is noteworthy that the
resulting number of survivor fibers is similar in both cases. Present simulations provide
valuable insights into the growth dynamics of arrested and survivor fibers. We infer that
natural samples of non-uniform fibrous veins exhibiting arrested and survivor fibers
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result due to slow opening rates and small crack apertures at all stages of synkinematic
cementation. On the other hand, uniformly long fibers in the fibrous veins indicate the
presence of large crack apertures at the initial stages of synkinematic cementation, leading to the occlusion of unfavorably oriented crystals in the very beginning.
Comparison with natural samples

Natural samples of calcite veins showcase a wide variety of vein cement morphologies, which can be linked to the simulation results. All shown samples were observed
in Jurassic limestones from southern England (Blue Lias at Kilve and Lyme Regis, hand
specimens were collected from loose boulders at the beaches). Euhedral vein-forming crystals, characterized by straight edges in contact with open pore space (black in
Fig. 8a), are in good agreement with simulated examples, highlighting growth competition at the contact with the host rock and increasing crystal width towards the pore
(Fig. 8a). Pore morphologies and occasional irregular domain contacts between bitaxially
grown calcite vein cements in partially open veins show a good match between natural
and simulated examples (Fig. 8b). This includes the possibility of euhedral crystal facets
in small open pores. The elongate-blocky morphology of moderate crack opening rates,
resulting in a mostly sealed vein is characterized by irregular contacts between domains
grown from opposing sides of the crack (Fig. 8c). This also includes growth competition
at the host rock interface of the fracture. The case of slow crack opening rate and small
initial crack aperture resulting in non-uniform fibrous calcite cement of varying length
matches well with habits observed in natural fibrous veins (Fig. 8d).

Conclusion and outlook
While the recent numerical works (e.g., Ankit et al. 2015a, b; Wendler et al. 2016) advocate the potential of the phase-field approach in addressing quartz mineral growth in
sandstones, the present study in addition to our previous work (Prajapati et al. 2017)
serves as a basis for new calcite cementation models for carbonate rocks based on sound
thermodynamic principles. The present study complements the works of Bons (2001)
and Hilgers et al. (2001) (who used front-tracking technique) and adds to them. While
the vein morphologies arising due to the interplay of different crack opening rates and

Moderate crack−opening rate

Fast crack−opening rate

a

Euhedral veins

b

Partially−opena

c

Elongate−blocky

Slow crack−opening rate

d

Fibrous

suppressed grains
Euhedral crystal
facets in small
open spaces
Euhedral crystals

suppressed grains due to growth
competition at host rock interface

Vein fibers of different lengths

Fig. 8 Comparison of simulated vein morphologies with natural samples. The sketches of natural samples (in
gray scale) are drawn from the natural samples of calcite veins in Jurassic limestones from southern England,
shown in Fig. 1. a Euhedral, b partially open, c elongate-blocky and d fibrous veins. The wall rock (gray) in the
sketch of fibrous vein is not contained in the sample, but it is towards the base of the image. The simulated
veins exhibit strong resemblance with the natural samples suggesting a pronounced role of crack opening
rates and initial crack width in the formation of different vein textures
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cement growth rates are faithfully reproduced by the phase-field simulations, the present
study additionally highlights the formation mechanisms of uniform and non-uniform
fibrous veins based on the initial crack apertures. The convincing resemblance between
the numerically sealed vein morphologies with natural samples further demonstrates the
capabilities of the employed multiphase-field model in elucidating the growth dynamics of four prominent calcite-vein textures (fibrous, elongate-blocky, partially open, and
euhedral). Furthermore, the model in conjunction with innovative pre- and post-processing tools developed for the analysis and visualization of numerical data allows to
speculate the reduction of fracture porosity over time.
Although the present study is limited to 2D, the implementation of the model in 3D
is fairly straight forward, albeit with increased computational resources. This provides
a distinct edge over the conventional front-tracking methods that are restricted to 2D
owing to numerical issues that arise while addressing the process in three dimensions.
Although bitaxial crack-seal mechanism is by far the most common vein-forming process, nevertheless, very few numerical studies have hitherto been conducted, due to the
aforementioned reasons. The extension of the present work to three dimensions remains
an interesting prospect for future studies that enables the analyses of the fracture networks and flow behavior in the geothermal reservoir rocks. The present work assumes
a constant crack opening and models fracturing as a continuous process. However, the
implemented geometric shift condition can directly be utilized to simulate episodic
reopening of fractures (orthogonal to the crack surface) in response to repeated pressurization events, i.e., hydrofracturing. The present work paves the way for the ongoing
studies that explore the development of syntaxial textures due to complex fracture opening histories and paths such as crack opening obliquely to the vein boundaries or along
curved trajectories. Moreover, building upon the previous works of (Ankit et al. 2013,
b), the model along with appropriate extensions can be utilized to further explore the
controls on the formation of antitaxial and ataxial veins. The present work is an initial
treatment of a highly coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical-chemical problem of vein formation as a result of cementation, wherein faceted crystal growth mechanisms based on
the boundary conditions of synkinematic cementation are simulated. The present phasefield model needs to be extended in order to account for the mechanical forces for crack
opening and chemical driving forces for crystal growth that facilitates the differential
growth rates on facetted and unfacetted surfaces as suggested by Ukar and Laubach
(2016). Provided the availability of physical parameters (e.g., crystal orientations, supersaturation of solute, absolute rates of calcite accumulation) through benchmark cement
growth experiments, the model can be calibrated to precisely mimic the experimentally
synthesized veins and further explore the controls on fabric development in natural
veins.
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